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Abstract 

Sliding window (SW) technique is one of common paradigms employed for object 

detection. However, the computational cost of this approach is so expensive because the 

detection window is scanned at all possible positions and scales. To overcome this problem, 

we propose a compact feature together with fast recursive coarse-to-fine object localization 

strategy. To build a compact feature, we project the Histograms of Oriented Gradient (HOG) 

features to linear subspace by Principal Component Analysis (PCA). We call this feature as 

PCA-HOG feature. The exploitation of the PCA-HOG feature not only helps the classifiers 

run faster but also still maintains the accuracy. In order to further speeding up the 

localization, we propose a recursive coarse-to-fine refinement to scan image. We scan image 

in both scale space and multi-resolution space from coarsest to finest resolutions. Only the 

best obtained hypothesis from the coarser resolution could be passed to finer resolution. Each 

resolution has its own linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier and PCA-HOG 

features. Evaluation with INRIA dataset shows that our method achieves a significant speed-

up compared to standard sliding window and original HOG feature, while even get higher 

detection accuracy. 
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1. Introduction 

Object detection is one of foundational problems in computer vision. Detecting objects in 

natural scene is a challenging task due to object variant appearance, the unconstraint 

illumination and viewpoints, etc. There are many approaches have been proposed on object 

detection in term of improving accuracy and reducing processing time. However, real-time 

object detection still is an open issue which its optimal goal is satisfaction both the speed and 

accuracy. To find the objects in images, the common technique is sliding window which the 

detector window is moved over all possible scales and positions. Features are extracted from 

windows (image patches) then pass these features to a binary classifier to make the decision 

whether it is object or not. However, standard sliding window technique is a brute-force 

approach. There are many researches tried to overcome the burden image scanning by 

speeding up the detector based on cascade of classifier. Viola and Jones in [6] combined 

Haar-like wavelet features and Adaboost algorithm to build cascade of weak classifiers which 

are able to quickly reject negative examples at first layers of the cascade and leave only 
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difficult examples through last layers. However, the drawback of cascade approaches is 

training time which can last some days or even weeks to complete training. Speeding feature 

extraction is one way to speed up SW. In [6], Viola et al. used integral image to speed up 

Haar-like feature. In [1], Navneel Dalat and Bill Triggs introduced histograms of oriented 

gradients (HOG) feature and combine with linear SVM classifier which give the state of art 

object detection for a single feature [2-3]. But the classification time is computational due to 

its high dimensional feature vector. In [7], Zhu et al. used integral histogram to speed up 

extracting HOG features and combined with cascade approach to further speeding up 

detection. Instead of improving classifier or feature extraction, other authors in [4-5] tried to 

reduce number of scanned window by using prior knowledge of human vision behavior which 

searches objects from coarse resolution to fine resolution. Images are scanned both in scale 

space and resolution space. The coarser image is resized from the finer one by a factor of two. 

Zhang et al., in [4] used cascade of classifiers at every resolution. First coarse classifiers 

quickly reject almost negative windows; only leave fewer windows to finer resolution. These 

first coarse classifiers should be defined very well which is difficult because the image size in 

coarsest resolution is usually very small. In our proposed method, to avoid this problem we 

do not utilize cascade model. In lowest resolution image, we divide image to many blocks of 

pixels with radius  . Only the highest response of this classifier level will be passed to higher 

resolution. Final detection score is the response of the finest classifier. In the contrast, 

Pedersoli et al., in [5] obtained final scores by getting summation of scores at all resolution, 

but the scores from coarse resolutions are not reliable, so it can reduce the performance of 

detection. In our method, purpose of scoring from coarse resolutions is to guide the detector 

from the initial positions at coarse resolution move to higher confidence position at fine 

resolution.  

In our method, we do not only optimize the scanning method but also speed up feature 

vector by projecting HOG feature into a linear subspace by using PCA. The PCA-HOG 

feature can help the classifier make decision faster because its low dimensional feature. The 

experimental results show that both speed and accuracy are improved with an approximate 

number of principal components. It is a worth thing to do because the number of possible 

windows in SW are very large. The SVM classifier at the finest resolution is designed by 

maximum accuracy and classifier at lower resolution is designed for speed purpose. 

Contents of this paper are organized as follow: first proposal methods are described, in this 

section we explain how to extract PCA-HOG feature and how recursive coarse-to-fine 

localization work. In the next session, we explain about our experimental result, compare our 

method with HOG in [1]. Final section is our conclusion. 
 

2. Proposed Methods 
 

2.1. Features Extraction 

In [1], Navneel Dalat and Bill Triggs introduced HOG feature for human detection with the 

excellent results. According surveys in [2] and [3], there is no other single feature has been 

shown to outperform HOG. HOG/linear-SVM framework has been used a base-line for many 

benchmarks of proposed methods [3]. In our paper, we use this framework as a baseline for 

evaluation purpose. To building HOG features, image is divided into smaller spatial units 

called “cells”; typical size is 8x8 pixels. Then the gradient magnitude of every pixel in each 

cell is computed and voted to the oriented histogram. Next, image is divided into blocks 

which contain multiple cells; typical size is 2x2 cells. Two adjacent blocks overlap 50% each 

other by vertical or horizontal. Normalization is done for each block. Final HOG features are 
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the concatenation vector of all normalized blocks histogram. HOG feature is a high 

dimensional feature vector (3780 dimensions). 

Given an input image patch, HOG feature   is extracted, and then HOG features are 

projected into a linear subspace by using PCA. Let        denote first p principal 

components which is computed from HOG descriptors of training images and n is 

dimensional of HOG. We project all HOG descriptors   to linear subspace spanned the 

principal components  : 

        ̅                                                  (1) 

where  ̅ is computed in training process by getting mean of HOG descriptors of training 

images,   is the projected vector of HOG feature in new subspace, it is PCA-HOG feature. 

By doing feature dimension reduction using PCA, it not only helps the classifier run faster 

but also still maintains the accuracy with an approximate p value. 

 

2.2. Recursive Coarse-to-Fine Scanning Scheme 

In our method, objects are searched over scale space and resolution space. In each scaled 

image, the detection window is scanned hieratically from the lowest resolution to full 

resolution of its scale, see Figure 1. The lower resolution image is obtained by getting down 

sample twice from higher adjacent resolution image. Each resolution level has its own 

classifier and a fixed size detection window. The ratio of detection window size between two 

adjacent resolutions is two. Classifiers of all resolution level can be trained separately with 

different parameters and window size. At lowest resolution level, image is divided into many 

grid blocks of pixels with radius  . Only the position that it has highest score response from 

the classifier at coarsest resolution level is passed to higher resolution. The highest score 

position of one block have nine associate neighborhood positions at the higher resolution 

image. The highest score position of these nine positions have another nine associate 

neighborhood positions at the next higher resolution image. Recursively, we find the best 

hypothesis position at the full resolution image as a representative for all pixels of one block 

at lowest resolution. It means one block includes maximum one object and the number of 

hypotheses depends on the number of divided blocks at the lowest resolution. In contrast with 

standard SW, the number of hypothesis is the number of all possible position at every scale.   

Final detection scores are the response score of the classifier at full resolution. Table 1 

describes recursive coarse-to-fine scanning algorithm at one scale.  x, y, score are the position 

and score values of the best hypotheses of the input image at one resolution level respectively. 

The finest resolution is 1, user pre-defined value N is the coarsest level. The initial value for 

the second parameter level is N because we start to scan from coarsest resolution. After 

having positions and scores of best hypotheses at the finest levels, the true positive prediction 

are hypotheses that have scores are higher than a threshold. In our experiment, the threshold 

value is zero. 
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Figure 1. Coarse-to-fine localization framework. At each scale, image is 
scanned from lowest resolution to full resolution recursively. 

 
Table 1. The pseudo code of recursive coarse-to-fine scanning algorithm at 

one scale 

Function [ x, y, score ] = OneScaleScan( image, level) 

If (level  is coarsest level)  

Divide image to many grid blocks of pixels with radius   

Compute and return the position (x, y) and score of the best hypothesis among positions 
of each block. 

Else 

Down sample image twice: image = imresize(image,0.5) 

Scan recursively at higher resolutions:[x_, y_, score_] = OneScaleScan( image, level - 1) 

Upscale positions by twice : x = 2.* x_; y = 2.*y_; 

Compute score of 9 positions: (x, y) and 8 neighborhoods. 

Return the position (x, y) and score of the best hypothesis (has highest score) among 
above 9 positions. 

End   
 

3. Experimential Results 

We evaluate our proposed method on INRIA pedestrian dataset which is used as a standard 

dataset for pedestrian detection [1]. It includes two test set: normalized images for per-

window testing and original images for per-image testing. We use per-window methodology 

for features evaluations and use per-image for detection evaluations which follow evaluation 

methodology suggestions in [2]. We use linear SVM as a classifier for all experiments. 

 

3.1.  Feature Evaluation with Per-Window Methodology 

We made experiments with three features: HOG, PCA-HOG-200 (p=200) and PCA-HOG-

100 (p=100). Three classifiers are trained separately by linear SVM in full resolution window 
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(128x64 pixels) and tested with normalized images test set. This test set includes 1133 

cropped pedestrian window images and 454 negative images. At the false positive rate 10-4, 

the miss rate is 10.30%, 8.53% and 11.99% for HOG, PCA-HOG-200 and PCA-HOG-100 

respectively. To compare features at every false positive rate level, we plot Detection Error 

Tradeoff (DET) curves on a log-log scale between miss rate versus False Positive Per 

Window (FPPW) as in [8] (See Figure 2). The lower values are better. Figure 2 shows that 

PCA-HOG-200 out-performs both HOG and PCA-HOG-100 at every false positive level. 

HOG out-performs PCA-HOG-100 at low false positive level but from 2x10-3 false positive 

rate level PCA-HOG-100 have better performance. 
 

 

Figure 2. DET curve for comparison between HOG, PCA-HOG-200 (p=200) and 
PCA-HOG-100 (p=100) 

 
3.2.  Feature Design for Resolution Levels 

Feature design for each resolution level plays an important role on a multi-resolution 

approach. The system can execute fast and accurate at the same time with an appropriate 

features. The design objective is to archive fast speed at low resolution levels and high 

accuracy at high resolution levels. Therefore, in our experiments, we select the good 

performance PCA-HOG-200 features for first (finest) resolution level and the faster PCA-

HOG-100 features in second resolution level. In the third resolution level, the extracted HOG 

feature dimension is just 108 dimensions. It is low dimensional feature vector, it is not 

necessary to project to any subspaces. Further resolution levels are not used because the 

detection window is too small (8x16 pixels for 4
th
 resolution). 

 

3.3.  Detecion Evaluation with Per-Image Methodology 

We made three experiments for per-image evaluation. All experiments use linear SVM as a 

classifier tool. Used features in experiments are shown in Table 2. The first experiment 

(Dalal’s method) is the same as [1] using HOG and linear SVM in full resolution. The second 

(Our method-1) and third (Our method-2) ones are our methods with difference 

configurations. To report the experimental results, we use the average precision (AP) score 

which represent the entire precision-recall curve by a single value. AP score is used in VOC 

challenges [9]. The experimental results are shown in Table 3. 
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Table 2. Features and number of resolutions are used in experiments. The 
experimental results are shown in Table 3. X: no use 

Resolution 

- window size 
Dalal’s method 

[1] 
Our method-1 Our method-2 

1 – 64x128 PCA-HOG-200 HOG PCA-HOG-200 

2 – 32x64 PCA-HOG-100 X PCA-HOG-100 

3 – 16x32 HOG X X 
 

 

Table 3. The computed average-precision on INRIA pedestrian dataset and the 
average speed-up ratio of experiment 2nd and 3rd 

 Dalal’s method [1] Our method-1 Our method-
2 

Average-Precision 0.402 0.515 0.528 

Speed-up 24.3x 1x 14.7x 
 

The experiment shows the efficient of the combination of PCA-HOG and our coarse-to-

fine localization scanning. In [5], authors used three resolution levels to get 12.2 times speed 

up while our method only use two resolution can get 14.7 times speed up and better 

performance.  This is just a relative comparison but it still shows the efficient of our method 

because of the less resolution levels are used, the less information is lost, and so performance 

is higher while archive similar acceleration. Using third level of resolution reduces the 

performance significantly as shown in the third experiment. At this level the detection 

window is only 16x32 pixels, and it is too small to capture the information of big objects such 

as human which is used in our experiments. In Figure 3, we show the detection results of 

some sample images from second experiment. 

 

 

Figure 3. Detection results on sample images from INRIA dataset. Top-left 
values are detection score 
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4. Conclusions 

In this paper, we propose object detection system using a compact feature PCA-HOG and 

an efficient recursive coarse-to-fine localization to both speeding up processing time and 

performance improvement at the same time. PCA-HOG features help the classifier make 

decision faster. The coarse-to-fine localization reduces the computation of scanning process. 

This recursive scanning reduces number of hypothesis windows significantly compare to 

standard sliding window technique. The speed-up factor is significant up to 14.7 times by 

using only 2 resolution levels. By using more resolution levels can reduce the detection 

performance.  
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